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jurisdiction provision. You agree that regardless of any statute or law to the contrary, any claim or cause of action arising out of or related
to use of this website or the material herein must be filed within one (1) year after such claim or cause of action arose or be forever barred.
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CleanSpark, Inc. (CLSK): Mining Operations Don’t Add Up
We published our initial report on CleanSpark on January 14, 2021. Following our report, CleanSpark chose to
ignore the 8 questions we posed to the Company, and apparently preferred to resort to name-calling in private
emails to select shareholders. Since then, we remain short and have uncovered information that both
corroborates concerns raised in our initial report and raises additional questions:
-

We are unable to reconcile the Company’s reported financials in its digital currency mining segment – i.e.,
ATL Data Centers (“ATL”) and CleanBlok, LLC. Namely, CleanSpark claims that total Q1 2021 segment costs
and expenses (pg. F-29) were just $611,863, yet we obtained ATL’s monthly power bills, which total
$693,144.70 for Q1 2021 – a greater sum than the entire segment costs, not to mention rent expenses,
employee expenses, and any additional expenses. To us, this discrepancy calls into question CleanSpark’s
internal controls and processes, financial reporting, and purported profitability of its cryptocurrency
mining operations. We have attached ATL’s power bills to the end of this report.

-

Our original report also detailed our view that ATL benefits from a subsidized power cost which is set to
expire in 3 years. We have since obtained internal emails from the City of College Park Power Department
(excerpts attached), which, when viewed in tandem with the aforementioned monthly power bills, appear
to confirm our view. CleanSpark continues to tout “low power costs”, yet appears unwilling to address
whether or not these power costs are set to rise significantly in 2024. We find that telling.

We Are Unable to Reconcile CleanSpark’s Reported Digital Currency Mining Financials
We are unable to reconcile CleanSpark’s reported Q1 2021 financial statements with what we understand of its
Digital Currency Mining operations. See that in calendar Q1 2021, CleanSpark reported Digital Currency Mining
segment revenues of $6,715,792, and costs of just $611,863:

However, using ATL’s monthly power bills from the City of College Park, we calculate that ATL paid a total
$693,144.70 in power costs in Q1 2021 – a greater figure than CleanSpark’s “total cost and expenses” reported
for the Digital Currency Mining segment. See power bills as consolidated in the table below, and in full at the end
of this report:
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Billed
3/4/21
2/5/21
1/5/21

Due
3/25/21
2/26/21
1/26/21

Paid
3/15/21
2/16/21
1/20/21
1/7/21
TOTAL

June 18, 2021

Amount
$220,719.17
$209,395.13
$206,506.78
$56,523.62
$693,144.70

We are unaware of any agreements that CleanSpark has disclosed that might suggest third-party entities, rather
than CleanSpark, pay some or all of these electricity costs, which otherwise might explain the discrepancies.
Moreover, though power costs are integral to cryptocurrency mining, these are not the only costs. CleanSpark
purchased ATL in December 2020, yet prior to its acquisition on May 26, 2021, CleanSpark continued to pay rent
on the building itself. As disclosed in the Company’s Form 10-Q:
“The Company assumed ATL’s lease agreement entered into on June 6, 2020 at 2380 Godby Road, Atlanta
GA 30349. The agreement calls for $52,958 per month in base rent through June 4, 2022.”
CleanSpark’s May 2021 press release confirms that ATL’s rent is also included in digital currency mining segment
expenses, as, “Obtaining ownership of the property will save the Company over fifty thousand dollars per month
in rent resulting in a reduction of overhead and expenses by more than 20% in our mining segment." As such, we
estimate that CLSK also paid a total of $158,874 in ATL rent expenses in Q1 2021, further contributing to the cost
discrepancies already suggested by the power bills.
We finally assume that the ATL facility requires staff – such as a receptionist, a general manager, a technician,
perhaps a salesperson, and a few security guards. For example, ATL’s website touts the property’s security
prowess, with a “card access controlled automatic gate” and “active patrol both inside and outside [the] facility”
which “is manned by security personnel on a 7 x 24 basis.”
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Presumably, this security personnel does not consist of unpaid interns. Thus, we estimate that – even if ATL
employs just 6 individuals at an all-in cost (benefits, expenses, etc.) of $50,000 per employee – the Company is
running an additional $300,000 per year, or $75,000 per quarter, in employee expenses.
In sum, even if we conservatively ignore additional expenses (i.e., maintenance, office supplies, security systems,
software, travel, etc.), we estimate ATL’s expenses are 52% higher than what the Company has reported:
Culper Estimates Q1 2021
Power Costs
$693,145
Rent
$158,874
Employees
$75,000
Total Expenses
$927,019
Reported in Q1 2021
Difference

$611,863
52%

We Think ATL Benefits from a Subsidized Power Agreement, Set to Change in 2024
Recall that ATL Data Centers’ facility appeared to previously be associated with Virtual Citadel – which went
bankrupt – then FastBlock Mining. Fastblock was meant to be acquired by Marathon Patent Group, but Marathon
pulled its offer after learning that “the Power Agreement pursuant to which Fastblock would provide power at a
subsidized rate of $0.0285KwH, would expire in three years.” As such, our initial report detailed our view that:
“CleanSpark touts that cost to mine is under $6,000 per coin, yet we believe the Company hasn’t disclosed the
potentially catastrophic information that this artificially low power cost may be set to expire in less than 3 years.”
We have uncovered further data – in ATL’s own power bills – that suggests ATL does in fact benefit from an
artificially low power cost of $0.0285/KwH. See the following excerpt from an ATL Data power bill, which displays
the $0.0285/KwH rate, and further appears to include concessions related to franchise fees:
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Moreover, internal emails we obtained from the City of College Park also reference unique PCA (power cost
adjustment) credits that ATL benefits from, and also call out a rate change “starting in 2024”:
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CleanSpark has continually touted the Company’s ability to “realize a profit whenever Bitcoin values are above
$6,000 per coin.” However, it appears to us that ATL does in fact benefit from temporarily discounted power costs,
which are set to change in 2024, just as per our initial report.

Accounting for ATL’s “Strategic Contract”
Finally, we find it difficult to reconcile CleanSpark’s accounting for its ATL acquisition with what we believe to be
true of its power agreement, in light of the above. See per CleanSpark’s calendar Q4 2020 Form 10-Q that the
Company has attributed $7,457,970 of ATL’s acquisition cost to a “strategic contract” related to a “critical input”:

We believe this “strategic contract” to specifically refer to ATL’s subsidized power cost, which we believe is set to
expire “starting in 2024” (per the emails above). Thus, between ATL’s December 10, 2020 acquisition date and the
agreement’s January 1, 2024 expiration, CleanSpark ought to benefit for 1107 days, or 3.03 years. However, the
Company has capitalized this contract with a useful life of not ~3 years, but 5 years:

We challenge CleanSpark management – rather than calling us “scumbags” – to simply answer these questions:
1. How does the Company explain the discrepancies between ATL’s Q1 2021 power bills and the Company’s
mining segment “total cost and expenses” as reported in Q1 2021?
2. Does ATL currently benefit – as our initial report hypothesized – from a subsidized or otherwise credited
low power cost which is set to change in 2024?
3. Is the “strategic contract” related to ATL’s subsidized power agreement? If so, why did the Company
record a 5-year useful life, given emails from the City of College Park imply an appx. 3-year useful life?
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